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Abstract
Dorothy M. Hunter (1881-1977) rose to prominence during the 1906 United Kingdom
general election as a markedly “girlish” yet widely respected free trade orator. While men on the
Edwardian public political platform typically built a reputation for oratorical prowess through
theatrical displays of “heroic” masculinity, Hunter established her authority as a speaker through
two very different (and apparently contradictory) strategies. Her performance of “charming”
middle-class femininity helped demonstrate her right to speak on free trade as a “women’s
question,” extending women’s traditional authority over matters of domestic consumption to
include questions of political economy. Trusting in the power of education and the logic of free
trade, Hunter also developed a reputation for “manly” rationalism that set her apart from the
sensationalist mainstream of political oratory; her fellow Liberals often credited her lucid
explanations of basic economic theory with converting many to the free trade cause. The
juxtaposition of “manly” rationalism and “charming” femininity in Hunter’s oratory created a
compelling spectacle that won Hunter attention and respect in the crowded, tumultuous world of
Edwardian public politics.
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Introduction
Days before the 1906 United Kingdom general election, as the national frenzy of
canvassing and propagandizing reached a fever pitch, one reporter remarked, “Candidates have
become slavishly dependent on woman, the vote hunter. Signs are not wanting – is not one great
feature of the present fight the speechmaking of a girl-orator, Miss Dorothy Hunter?”1 During
this campaign, Dorothy Mary Hunter (1881-1977) rose to prominence as a Liberal political
lecturer. She was among the best-known of the women orators engaged in debating the most
contentious question of the day: should Britain uphold its commitment to free trade, or should it
follow its economic rivals, Germany and the United States, in imposing tariff protections to
shelter domestic industry and promote imperial unity? This debate was advanced through the
administrative and fundraising efforts of nominally non-party organizations, most notably the
conservative Primrose League and the liberal Free Trade Union (FTU).2 These organizations
produced millions of propaganda posters, leaflets, and handbills and arranged speaking tours for
the most persuasive of the party faithful. From 1907 to about 1910, Hunter worked for the FTU
as one of these free trade “missionaries,” bringing the free trade cause to cities and villages
across the country, from Truro to Newcastle.3
Under the auspices of the FTU, Hunter addressed a wide range of audiences. She
primarily spoke at public meetings held indoors, hosted by regional women’s liberal

1. Montreal Daily Star, January 27, 1906, 1260/38/17, Surrey History Centre.
2. The Women’s Free Trade Union (WFTU) was created simultaneously alongside the Free Trade Union in
July of 1903 in order “to bring information on the subject within the reach of all women” (Sheffield Daily
Telegraph, July 18, 1903). The extent to which these two organizations actually operated independently of each
other is unclear; Hunter was typically introduced as a speaker for the FTU, and she often spoke alongside male FTU
workers, but Hunter’s correspondence with Emily S. Maurice suggests that she worked under the guidance of Ivy
Pretious, a talented administrator for the WFTU (Emily S. Maurice to Dorothy M. Hunter, August 4, 1907,
1260/28/34, Surrey History Centre). For the sake of expediency, I will refer to Hunter (as the vast majority of
newspapers did) as a speaker for the FTU.
3. See Appendix.
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associations, but she also had considerable experience in outdoor oratory and regularly addressed
crowds of mixed sex. She demonstrated a remarkable ability to adapt to changing venues and to
gain the attention and respect of a diverse group of listeners. In the summer of 1908, for
example, immediately after spending several days speaking outdoors before working-class
audiences in Hull, Hunter delivered a well-received speech at a garden party held at a local
Liberal’s estate.4 Despite this range, however, Hunter was best known for her open-air speeches
directed at working men (fig. 1). Reporters and fellow free trade advocates who sought to
describe Hunter’s value to the free trade cause tended to focus on her work in this context;
activists across the political spectrum generally agreed that it was particularly difficult to win
over ordinary working men on the street, and tales of Hunter’s success with these audiences bore
the most impressive testament to her skill. To understand how Hunter’s contemporaries made
sense of her public authority, this analysis will largely focus on the open-air, working-class
speeches for which she was most celebrated.

Figure 1. Photograph of Hunter speaking to working-class men by the Leeds Mercury, February
11, 1908, captioned, “A Lady Free Trade Orator.” Surrey History Centre, Woking. 1260/33/2.

4. “Beyond North Bridge,” Hull Daily Mail, July 1, 1908; “Hull Liberals’ Garden Party,” Hull Daily Mail,
July 2, 1908.
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Hunter regarded her work as a matter of public education. To that end, she sought to
deliver a rationalist case for free trade built on brief, accessible explanations of economic theory.
To her supporters, “her lucid style of address, and the simple way in which she presents the
economic principles underlying international trade is such as to enable her hearers to obtain a
clear insight into abstruse questions and to grasp the fundamentals.”5 In accordance with this
“educational” approach, Hunter was also known as something of a scholar. She did not receive a
formal university education, but she won first prize in a free trade essay competition hosted by
the Speaker in 1907 and three years later published a study on The West of England Woollen
Industry under Protection and under Free Trade that was favorably reviewed in the Spectator
and the Economist.6 As early as 1906, a member of the Reading Women’s Suffrage Society
requested her presence at an upcoming meeting to represent “the claims of the educated
woman.”7 She was a respected member of the Liberal community, and in addition to
corresponding regularly with Millicent Garrett Fawcett on women’s suffrage, she often
exchanged advice, up-to-date statistics, and useful talking points with other free trade speakers
and politicians.8 Although she lacked a formal education in political economy, Hunter was
regarded as an educated, credible public authority on the subject.

5. “Miss Dorothy Hunter,” Surrey Times, April 30, 1910.
6. Alec H. Dence to Dorothy M. Hunter, February 25, 1907, 1260/28/11, Surrey History Centre;
“Reviews,” Economist, March 19, 1910, 1260/34/4, Surrey History Centre; Spectator, January 22, 1910. The first
edition of this book sold out before the Economist published its review, and “a new and revised edition” was quickly
issued (“Books Received,” Economist, January 29, 1910).
7. Katherine L. Hart Davis to Dorothy M. Hunter, December 24, 1906, 1260/27/13, Surrey History Centre.
8. Soutter, Fights for Freedom, 107; Philip Morrell to Dorothy M. Hunter, December 20, 1907, 1260/28/37,
Surrey History Centre; Robert Ashton Lister to Dorothy M. Hunter, March 3, 1910, 1260/7, Surrey History Centre;
J. A. Murray Macdonald to Dorothy M. Hunter, March 23, 1907, 1260/28/6, Surrey History Centre. See Rogers,
“Naked Strength and Beauty,” for a discussion of the production and exchange of statistics among free trade and
tariff reform advocates.
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Yet Hunter looked nothing like a conventional orator. She was often described as
“girlish,” “frail,” and “young,” the antithesis of the ideal statesman whose air of vigor and
heroism commanded respect on the public political stage. Early reports of Hunter’s speeches
portrayed her as a strange, compelling spectacle representative of the populist theatricality that
defined the election season as a whole, juxtaposing her “girlish” appearance with her “manly”
intellect. This tension is perhaps best captured in the title that the press bestowed on her in
January of 1906. The Daily Express, describing Hunter’s successful speaking tour in Chichester,
declared that she had “created a reputation at once as the Liberal Girl Orator.”9 Newspapers
across the nation repeated this phrase in their reports of Hunter’s work, from the relatively local
Portsmouth Evening News to the Newcastle Daily Chronicle to Dublin’s Irish Independent.10
“Orator” was a loaded, inherently gendered word; the historian Linda Walker notes that oratory
was understood to be a “particular, stylized form of public address” identified with formal
politics and parliamentary debate.11 To call Hunter a “girl orator” was to fuse these dichotomous
ideas – the feminine and the masculine, the private and the public, the domestic and the political.
Hunter’s public persona, according to this title, was defined by the way that her performance of
youthful femininity (which would ordinarily disqualify her from participating in political
discourse) somehow sat uneasily alongside the masculine gravitas and civic authority invoked by
the term “orator.”
This paper will unpack this tension by exploring how Hunter’s rationalist approach was
understood in light of her feminine performance in a space conventionally reserved for men, in

9. “Women Who Win Votes,” Daily Express, January 8, 1906.
10. “The Contest,” Portsmouth Evening News, January 9, 1906; “Near and Far,” Newcastle Daily
Chronicle, January 11, 1906; “Campaign Items,” Irish Independent, January 10, 1906.
11. Walker, “Party Political Women,” 181.
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which the standards of success were traditionally defined in “masculine” terms. This analysis
will contribute to a large (and growing) body of work showing that although the nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century notion of a dichotomy between a masculine public sphere and a feminine
private sphere was ideologically powerful, it was not nearly as absolute in practice as it was in
theory.12 The historian Anne Digby argues that the limits of gendered, middle-class propriety
were poorly defined in the borderlands between these spheres, affording some Victorian and
Edwardian women a unique degree of autonomy and opportunity.13 Hunter was evidently one of
these women. She conformed to (and benefited from) the conventions of middle-class femininity
in her appearance and rhetoric even as she implicitly challenged those conventions by virtue of
her rationalism and vocal, public political presence. She presented a spectacle of contradiction
that helped capture attention and won her a paradoxically gendered claim to oratorical authority,
drawing in listeners who found themselves persuaded by her rationalist rhetoric.

Masculine Performance on the Public Political Platform
Hunter’s work is best understood in light of the theatrical, “manly” conventions that
dominated Edwardian political platform culture. The impulse toward spectacle expressed in
dramatic, symbol-laden political parades and in the proliferation of propagandistic posters and
leaflets also manifested in platform oratory.14 In the public political meetings addressed by
candidates, political agents, and other paid speakers, the performance of “masculine” leadership

12. Key works include: Richardson, Political Worlds of Women; Prochaska, Women and Philanthropy;
Digby, “Victorian Values,” 195-215; Vickery, “Golden Age to Separate Spheres?” 383-414.
13. Digby, 196.
14. Lawrence, “The Culture of Elections,” 462; Thompson, “‘Pictorial Lies’?” 177-210; Trentmann, Free
Trade Nation, 81-133.
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qualities (such as mettle, wit, and good-natured dignity) was key to popular success.15 Speakers
could draw from various models of masculinity, presenting themselves as business patriarchs,
war heroes, educated gentlemen, working-class autodidacts, and so on; each type offered a
different expression of manly “vigor.”16 The ability to display these qualities through one’s
platform performance was understood to be (and indeed was) an important determinant of
electoral success.17
Crowd control was central to this masculine performance. A certain amount of disruption
was to be expected in any proper political meeting; a bit of chaos improved the entertainment
value of these events and offered the speaker an opportunity to assert masterly, even heroic
control over the unruly crowd, thereby demonstrating his capacity for leadership.18 The degree of
disorder at a meeting was largely a function of its venue. Outdoor meetings, which offered
greater visibility and broader reach, were also more subject to partisan sabotage and were
generally more turbulent than ticketed indoor gatherings.19 Even at the most orderly meetings,
audience members interjected criticisms, quips, and questions throughout a speaker’s address.
The practice of heckling was a time-honored tradition by the Edwardian period, demonstrating
the presence of healthy debate, and speakers were expected to respond with unruffled courtesy
and authority.20 In a testament to the importance of this practice in shaping an audience’s
assessment of a speaker’s abilities, Michael Sykes, a political agent for the Conservative Party,

15. Lawrence, Electing Our Masters, 88.
16. Good, “Quit Ye Like Men,” 153-160.
17. Good, 150-152; Vernon, Politics and the People, 253.
18. Lawrence, Electing Our Masters, 90-91; Vernon, 253.
19. Lawrence, “The Transformation of British Public Politics,” 189.
20. Matthew, “Rhetoric and Politics,” 42; Rix, “Go Out into the Highways and Hedges,” 228-229.
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kept a detailed record of his encounters with hecklers.21 Newspaper accounts of speeches often
included hecklers’ questions and speakers’ responses, sometimes allowing as much (if not more)
space for the ensuing debate.
This element of inherent conflict could quickly escalate into overt violence. In his
memoir, the FTU orator F. T. Soutter recounted one particularly chaotic meeting in a staunchly
conservative village. His audience progressed from shouting, stomping, and ringing bells in their
efforts to drown him out to bombarding him with “a heavy fusillade of rotten eggs” – including,
for good measure, the partially decomposed carcass of a fowl – such that “the walls were literally
bespattered with the offensive filth.”22 Other speakers recalled being shoved, chased, and pelted
with mud; some found their cars overturned.23 Speakers who could respond to these challenges
with equanimity and wit, who could manage disruption and win over the crowd, thus
demonstrated the sort of heroic, manly command that would serve them and their party well at
the polls.
Masculine performance was considered a prerequisite for oratorical authority in other
venues beyond the political meeting. The historian Josephine Hoegaerts suggests that in
Parliament, a speaker’s authority was closely associated with the quality of his voice; as a result,
politicians sought to cultivate a mature, educated, quintessentially “masculine” tone of voice, and
deviations from this standard (particularly in the voices of women) were excluded from the
world of legitimate political discourse.24 This gendered performance carried over into the mock

21. Rix, 228.
22. Soutter, Fights for Freedom, 92-94.
23. Russell, Liberal Landslide, 130-131.
24. Hoegaerts, “Speaking Like Intelligent Men,” 124-125, 131.
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parliaments held by schoolgirls at the North London Collegiate School in the 1880s and 1890s.25
Women’s debate societies rarely dealt with explicitly political topics, but in this unique context,
schoolgirls could adopt the personas of particular members of parliament and, by role-playing as
male politicians, gain special license to publicly debate partisan issues.26 Evidently, even outside
the rowdy public meetings at the heart of Edwardian electioneering, masculine performance
continued to constitute an important basis for orators’ political authority.
With this emphasis on “manliness,” political platform culture left little room for
respectable, conventional femininity. To be sure, women were not wholly excluded from this
space; after 1918, some female parliamentary candidates like Margaret Bondfield successfully
adopted aspects of masculine platform performance in order to demonstrate oratorical
authority.27 Moreover, beginning towards the end of the nineteenth century, women could gather
in their own section of the audience (particularly in indoor meetings) or join men on the stage.28
As deindividuated members of the crowd, women could cheer and boo with the others without
fear of censure for this lapse of ladylike decorum.29 Nevertheless, their presence in the audience
or on the stage symbolized an “assumed orderliness,” and they were not expected to contribute to
the rowdiest forms of audience participation.30 When women did engage in more open, unruly
electioneering practices, their activity was often condemned as demeaning to their sex. (Indeed,
anti-suffragists often argued that women would be degraded by further contact with the unruly,

25. Sunderland, “Politics in Schoolgirl Debating Cultures,” 17-20.
26. Sunderland, 20.
27. Good, “Quit Ye Like Men,” 160-161.
28. Matthew, “Rhetoric and Politics,” 42.
29. Gleadle, Borderline Citizens, 80-82.
30. Matthew, 42.
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masculine sphere of politics.31) A disapproving Daily Mirror article on women’s campaign work
for the 1906 general election tutted, “The ‘rowdy’ method of propagandizing has called forth
many protests from those who have the true interests of women at heart.”32 In the disorderly
world of Edwardian public political meetings, the performance of heroic, masterly “manliness”
that granted speakers authority was considered dichotomously opposed to truly “womanly”
behavior.
While this binary contributed to women’s exclusion from formal politics, it also
transformed the occasions on which women successfully participated in this sphere into moments
of spectacle with potentially high propaganda value. The first major episode of Hunter’s free
trade career was one such occasion. In November of 1904, Hunter heckled the Secretary of State
for India, St John Brodrick, during a local political meeting at which he spoke in favor of Joseph
Chamberlain’s proposed imperial preference system. At the conclusion of this speech, Hunter
questioned Brodrick closely on the theoretical justification for such a policy. Newspapers from
London to Aberdeen reported on the resulting debate, although the extent of their coverage
varied widely; some newspapers focused entirely on Brodrick and Hunter’s exchange, while
others (particularly more conservative publications like the Belfast News-Letter and the
Manchester Courier) omitted any mention of Hunter. Among those that covered the debate, their
choice of headlines suggests that the most intriguing, newsworthy part of the incident was that
Brodrick had been successfully heckled by a woman. The theatricality of this overturning of
expectation was displayed in headlines like “Heckled by a Lady” in the Aberdeen Press and
Journal, “Mr. Brodrick’s Fair Questioner” in the Northern Daily Telegraph, and “Mr. Brodrick

31. Crozier-De Rosa, “Shame and the Anti-Suffragist,” 352.
32. “Woman’s Part in the Campaign,” Daily Mirror, January 11, 1906.
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And A Lady Interrogator” in the Pall Mall Gazette.33 The radically Liberal St. James’ Gazette
devoted most of its report to the “animated debate between Miss Hunter and Mr. Brodrick,”
emphasizing the serious challenge Hunter posed to Brodrick’s control over the meeting.34
An editorial in the Bolton Evening News seized on the symbolic significance of this
image: “Mr. Brodrick cut rather a sorry figure before his constituents, last night, during his fiscal
cross-examination by a lady who has apparently a firmer grip on economics and our trade
position than gentlemen whom we are asked to admire as statesmen.”35 This report focused on
Brodrick’s defeat, not Hunter’s victory, and as in a number of other reports, Hunter was
mentioned only as an unnamed “lady;” for the purposes of this editorial, her sex was the most (or
indeed only) significant aspect of her identity. The spectacle of a statesman struggling during a
debate with any heckler destabilized his air of masculine control over the audience, but the
spectacle of arguing with a “lady” represented an even greater threat to his authority. In this
editorial, the assumption of Hunter’s natural feminine ineptitude in political matters went
unchallenged because it enhanced the propaganda value of her attack on Brodrick. Indeed, an
article written in 1909 on the arc of Hunter’s career reflected that “no discreet combatant desired
to be associated with an army which a smiling girl could so lightly and complacently
discomfort,” and for precisely this reason the author credited her with helping bring about
Brodrick’s electoral defeat in 1906.36 Hunter’s first widely reported contribution to the free trade
cause thus had little to do with establishing a name for herself. Rather, the spectacle of her
33. “The Fiscal Problem. Heckled by a Lady,” Aberdeen Press and Journal, November 26, 1904; “Heckled
by a Lady. A Spirited Duel on Fiscal Topics. Mr. Brodrick’s Fair Questioner,” Northern Daily Telegraph,
November 26, 1904; “Mr. Brodrick and a Lady Interrogator,” Pall Mall Gazette, November 26, 1904.
34. “Many Speeches. Mr. Brodrick’s Debate with a Lady,” St. James’s Gazette, November 26, 1904.
35. “The Lady’s Posers,” Bolton Evening News, November 26, 1904.
36. H. M. Tomlinson, “A Woman’s War for Freedom, Free Food, and Free Trade,” The Morning Leader,
London, January 27, 1909.
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femininity undermined the aura of masculine control that formed the basis of Brodrick’s
authority as a speaker.

The Moral-Political Authority of Middle-Class Femininity
All else being equal, the premium placed on masculine performance in Edwardian
political culture would seem to render women’s successful participation in public electioneering
work unlikely if not altogether impossible. Nevertheless, during in the 1906 general election,
women began to contribute to particularly visible, public forms of political work in
unprecedented numbers. A writer for the Birmingham Daily Gazette succinctly captured the tone
of bemused surprise common to contemporary reports of women’s electioneering work when he
remarked, “The General Election of 1906 has brought . . . no revelation more startling than the
influence of women in the great battle of the polls. They arrived as a sort of Bluchers to change
the aspect of many a political Waterloo.”37
Among the most notable aspects of this trend was that it did not only involve increased
participation in established, accepted forms of women’s political work such as house-to-house
canvassing, circulating petitions, and organizing fundraising dinners. Rather, in addition to these
activities, women began to engage in political public speaking – precisely that activity in which
“manliness” was most highly valued – beyond the occasional platform appearances of
politicians’ wives (most notably Jennie Churchill) that occurred throughout the 1890s. Indeed,
the historian Pat Jalland argues that 1900 was an important turning point after which women’s
political oratory became increasingly normalized thanks to political wives’ initial forays into

37. “The Woman behind the Vote. Two Types of Successful Lady Politicians,” Birmingham Daily Gazette,
January 17, 1906.
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platform work.38 The historian Jon Lawrence stresses that “lady orators” remained a minority,
speaking at “barely 8 per cent of all meetings” by 1910, but he notes that this was nevertheless
twice the proportion found in 1895.39 Observers in 1906 regarded the rise of women orators as a
distinctly significant feature of women’s growing public political presence. The Daily Mirror
emphasized that women’s political engagement was “visibly – and audibly – increasing,” the
Daily Express reflected that “on both sides there are not only lady canvassers, but lady orators,”
and the Illustrated London News declared that “even the platform is theirs now.”40 The sound
and sight of women speaking publicly on political matters clearly came as a particular surprise.
The extent of women’s new involvement in public politics was shown most dramatically in the
symbolically resonant image of a woman on the platform, triumphantly stepping into a
conventionally masculine space.
This section will discuss how Hunter and other women established themselves as
respected, distinctly feminine orators in the Edwardian free trade debate despite the political
platform’s traditionally “manly” values. I will review how mid-Victorian Anti-Corn Law League
agitation helped set a precedent for the acceptable, effective use of middle-class femininity in
free trade propaganda, particularly on the platform. I will discuss the revival of this rhetoric in
the Edwardian free trade debate, considering how this coincided with various late-Victorian
developments further encouraging women to participate in the campaign. Finally, in light of this
context, I will explore how Hunter’s performance of middle-class femininity in both the content

38. Jalland, Political Wives, 207-208.
39. Lawrence, Electing Our Masters, 85-86.
40. “Women’s Part in the Campaign. Exciting and Amusing Incidents of the Historic Party Struggle – Are
Canvassers’ Kissers Legal?” Daily Mirror, January 11, 1906; “Women Who Win Votes,” Daily Express, January 8,
1906; “Impressionable Voter,” Illustrated London News, January 20, 1906.
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of her speech and in her self-presentation ultimately played a key role in building her authority as
an orator.
Women had been involved in discussions of political economy at least since 1816, when
Jane Marcet published Conversations on Political Economy, which helped to popularize the
subject among both men and women.41 Harriet Martineau further contributed to shaping popular
knowledge of economics in the 1830s in her Illustrations of Political Economy (1832).42 Public
activism for a political economic cause, however, was another matter. It was middle-class
women’s participation in agitation against the Corn Laws during the 1840s that most firmly
established political economy as a matter relevant to private, domestic life and thus as a
“women’s question.” Anti-Corn Law League (ACCL) propaganda emphasized the domestic
consequences of imposing tariffs on imported grain, arguing that by raising the price of food,
these policies endangered the security and sanctity of the home. Middle-class women were called
upon to oppose these policies as wives and mothers, obligated by both domestic duty and
Christian charity to protect their own households and the interests of less fortunate families.43 At
an ACCL meeting held in Salford in 1841, one man speaking before an audience of women
declared “that every mother, wife, and sister ought to engage in this work: that it would be alike
creditable to their loyalty, their benevolence, and domestic affections.”44 This rhetoric invoked
women’s domestic duty and moral authority to justify their public activism in matters of political
economy. A Morning Chronicle report on women’s participation in the ACCL reflected that
while “the active participation of women in political agitation and debate is, generally speaking,

41. Richardson, Political Worlds of Women, 65-68.
42. Richardson, 68-70.
43. Tyrrell, “Woman’s Mission,” 213-217.
44. “Local Intelligence,” Manchester Times, December 18, 1841.
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decidedly undesirable . . . there are, from time to time, certain public questions of a quasipolitical character on which the expression of female opinion and feeling is both natural and
graceful.”45 This extension of women’s private sphere authority to encompass broader social
concerns was a common theme in middle-class Victorian women’s philanthropy; such rhetoric
was employed frequently throughout the nineteenth century, from the anti-slavery campaign to
the later open space movement.46 Domestic “womanliness” as defined by middle-class standards
of duty and behavior thus became a source of political power beyond the private sphere.47
Women’s active work in this campaign primarily consisted of circulating petitions and
hosting fundraising bazaars and tea parties; however, women also sat on ACCL platforms during
male members’ public speeches.48 Their silent presence symbolized the (theoretically)
unanimous, morally authoritative opinion of middle-class women in favor of free trade.49 Their
platform presence gained legitimacy and influence through their display of respectable middleclass femininity – as long as they remained silent. Speaking alongside the men would undermine
that authoritative respectability and, at worst, risked exposing hints of disagreement within their
supposed “moral consensus.”50 Women’s authority in public activism in general and on the
political public platform in particular in agitation against the Corn Laws was thus attained
through celebrating and adhering to an essentialist view of gender.

45. Morning Chronicle, April 8, 1845.
46. Prochaska, Women and Philanthropy, 7-8; Tyrrell, “Woman’s Mission,” 203-205.
47. Tickner, The Spectacle of Women, 213.
48. Morgan, “Seen but Not Heard?” 56.
49. Morgan, 56.
50. Morgan, 57-58.
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Gendered propaganda was revived to great effect sixty years later when Chamberlain
ignited a new debate over free trade in 1903. In response to Chamberlain’s campaign for tariff
reform, Dorothy Gladstone, Mary Vernon Harcourt, Frances Balfour, and Maude Bamford Slack
– prominent figures in the newly formed Women’s Free Trade Union – published a handbill
addressed to the “women of England” to convince them of their duty to work for free trade,
employing a gendered, patriotic appeal used earlier by ACCL propagandists.51 They argued that
“the issue of Free Trade and Protection is more important for the women than it is for the men”
because “the burden of feeding a family on a small wage falls upon the women, and it is they
who really know what the increased cost of the necessities of life will mean.”52 This claim
actually went beyond the ACCL’s original argument: rather than simply asserting that women
had at least as great a stake in this issue as men did, the authors declared that women ought to be
more invested in working for the free trade cause. F. T. Soutter reiterated this idea in his memoir.
He argued that women had served as “expert workers for Free Trade” precisely because they
were “the Chancellors of the home Exchequer,” making the potential “loss inflicted upon the
consumer by the imposition of tariffs a loss which they as women housekeepers fully
appreciate.”53
In addition to its use in attracting women to the cause, domestic rhetoric was also
deployed more broadly. The free trade and tariff reform campaigns both placed the (typically
female) domestic consumer at the center of their propaganda as they repeatedly portrayed ragged
children and exhausted housewives in the millions of posters and leaflets they produced.54

51. Morgan, 51.
52. “Steel Facts,” Lancashire Daily Post, August 2, 1906.
53. Soutter, Fights for Freedom, 108.
54. Trentmann, Free Trade Nation, 51-57; Thackeray, Conservatism for the Democratic Age, 40-42.
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Moreover, the image of the ideal middle-class woman serenely managing household finances,
wielding authority over the sphere of domestic consumption, was already a familiar, wellestablished motif in Victorian and Edwardian advertisements.55 This popular image was thus
readily available for use in political economic propaganda, effectively invoking not only
women’s particular responsibilities but also the importance of domestic consumer goods as
symbols of social stability and physical security. After all, Millicent Fawcett argued, “the most
important institution in the country is the home. Anything which threatens the purity and stability
of the home threatens the very life-blood of the country.”56 The prevalence and power of
household imagery and domestic rhetoric, together with the early classification of free trade as a
“women’s question,” did a great deal to elicit record levels of women’s participation in the
Edwardian free trade debate.57 The central question of the 1906 and 1910 general elections was
one to which women had special claim, bringing women into the heart of electioneering in a
more visible way than ever before.
Other developments over the later nineteenth century further facilitated Edwardian
women’s free trade and tariff reform work. While the movement for women’s suffrage became
increasingly visible and influential during this time, suffragist rhetoric seems to have played a
relatively minor role in justifying women’s involvement in the free trade debate. More
significantly, decades of middle-class philanthropic reform work (such as the various campaigns
for sanitary housing, the preservation of open space, and so on) both normalized women’s public
activism and offered an apprenticeship of sorts in political organization and administration,
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laying the foundation for the creation of women’s political associations in the 1880s.58
Moreover, with the expansion of the electorate through the Second Reform Act (1867) and the
Third Reform Act (1884), and with the limitation of campaign expenditure through the Corrupt
and Illegal Practices Prevention Act (1883), late-Victorian political parties had to reach more
electors than ever before while using fewer resources. The introduction of the car further
heightened Edwardian voters’ expectation that candidates and political agents would regularly
undergo extensive speaking tours.59 Under these circumstances, many politicians by the turn of
the century found the unpaid, far-reaching, year-round work of women volunteers to be
particularly valuable.
Some limitations still existed, especially for conservative women working for the
Primrose League or the Women’s Unionist and Tariff Reform Association, whose electioneering
activities were more constrained by class and who were more likely to regard public speaking as
unseemly, “unwomanly” behavior.60 Nevertheless, in 1904, conservative strategists insisted on
the importance of “lady helpers” in campaign work, and the next year, the socialist S. G. Hobson
declared that “there is a gaping void in our propaganda for the burning rhetoric of the about-tobe-enfranchised sex.”61 Constance Williams, author of one of the earliest advice books for
women entering formal, organized political work, declared that the late-Victorian archetype of
the aristocratic “‘lady canvasser’ . . . driving round the country, decked in party colours, and
patronising astonished yokels and shopkeepers” on behalf of her husband or brother was in fact
58. Prochaska, Women and Philanthropy, 2; Moore, “A Band of Public-Spirited Women,” 149-162.
59. Walker, “Party Political Women,” 165; Russell, Liberal Landslide, 127-129; Rix, Parties, Agents, and
Electoral Culture, 1, 199.
60. Thackeray, “Home and Politics,” 833-834; Walker, “Political Party Women,” 180-181.
61. William Bridgeman Correspondence, 1904, letters: 17 (Jenkins, 3 Aug.), 4629/1/1904, Bridgeman
Papers, Shropshire Archives, quoted in Lawrence, Electing Our Masters, 86; S. G. Hobson, Labour Leader, April
28, 1905, 48.
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“as extinct as the unfortunate dodo,” replaced by a new breed of canvasser committed to her
work on principle.62 Of course, politicians’ wives continued to make their appearances
(sometimes inspiring great controversy, as we will see), but they were no longer the most typical
examples of women engaged in overt electioneering.
Still, the expansion of Edwardian women’s political work continued to largely depend on
the gender essentialist rhetoric that had fueled Victorian women’s philanthropy. For their
advocacy to have any impact, women found it necessary to defend their campaign work from
charges of impropriety. As in the WFTU’s appeal to the “women of England,” many advocates
of women’s political engagement depicted public politics as a powerful new means through
which women could fulfill their traditional duties on a larger scale.
To this end, in a speech on women’s suffrage given at a public meeting hosted by the
Guildford Women’s Liberal Association, Hunter argued on gender essentialist grounds in favor
of strengthening women’s political power. She declared that “the country would gain
enormously if the feminine as well as the masculine point of view were represented in public
affairs; just those qualities which make a woman’s influence so valuable in her own home would
make her influence valuable in public affairs.”63 Although “the masculine” and “the feminine”
were fundamentally different, it did not follow that each should remain sequestered in its own
sphere. The “feminine . . . point of view” was grounded in domestic expertise, but its insights
were valuable far beyond this context. All public spaces – including the highly public space that
Hunter occupied as an orator – would benefit from the inclusion of women’s perspectives.
Hunter pressed the point further; suffragettes, she argued,
wanted, above all, to make the men understand that they did not want the franchise
62. Williams, How Women Can Help, 39-40.
63. “The Women’s Suffrage Question. Public Meeting at Guildford. Addresses by Miss D. Hunter, Mrs.
Swinburne and Others,” Surrey Times, December 8, 1906.
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because they wished to be like men or for any other small or petty reason, but simply
because they believed it would be in the interests of the whole nation that women have a
direct power of enforcing their wishes and views on the lawmakers of the country.64
Hunter believed that women would be allowed into the conventionally masculine sphere of
parliamentary politics only if they could prove two things: first, that they were motivated by their
commitment to pursuing properly “womanly” goals, and second, that traditionally feminine
qualities were useful in public politics.65 That she was able to speak at all on a public stage on
the importance of women’s perspectives speaks to a fundamental difference between the midVictorian and Edwardian free trade debates. During ACCL speeches, the authority that middleclass women held on the platform was contingent on their silence. But thanks to the shifts in
political culture previously outlined and to the enduring classification of free trade as a domestic
issue, women could vocally, visibly participate in the Edwardian free trade campaign while
maintaining an air of authoritative, respectable femininity. A considerable degree of Hunter’s
authority as an orator depended on her ability to frame free trade as a “women’s question” and to
then present herself as the sort of woman whose authority she asserted.
To demonstrate the relevance of women’s perspectives (and thus her own authority as a
speaker), Hunter often linked free trade not only to domestic happiness but also to broader social
progress. After all, she argued, women had a particular role to play in “constructing progressive
measures which ensured the progress of the human race.”66 Throughout her career, Hunter
typically concluded her speeches with the assertion that free trade was one of those “progressive

64. “The Women’s Suffrage Question.”
65. See also this declaration from Hunter’s correspondent, Millicent Fawcett, in her suffragist lecture,
“Home and Politics:” “I advocate the extension of the franchise to women because I wish to strengthen true
womanliness in woman, and because I want to see the womanly and domestic side of things weigh more and count
for more in all public concerns. . . . Let no one imagine for a moment that we want women to cease to be womanly;
we want rather to raise the ideal type of womanhood” (8).
66. “The Women’s Suffrage Question,” Surrey Times, December 8, 1906.
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measures.” It was, in fact, “in line with everything which was progressive in civilization,” and
was “the one commercial policy which made for peace and goodwill among nations.”67 Here, she
invoked the legacy of Victorian philanthropy and the notion that the entire nation (and perhaps
even the international community) represented an integrated social system in need of feminine
nurturing. Hunter was only one of many women who asserted or implied that women were
particularly well-suited to directing the harmonious development of the broader human
“family.”68 Free trade was already classified as a domestic issue, but this rhetoric broadened its
social relevance and thus strengthened the authority of women’s opinions on the matter. The
claim that free trade facilitated international social progress thus served as not only an argument
for the policy itself, but also as an argument for Hunter’s right to speak on the subject.
In one of her earliest public addresses, Hunter was even more explicit in reframing
international affairs as an arena in need of the “feminine touch.” She criticized the aggressive,
militaristic language employed by protectionist politicians:
Mr. Chamberlain talked about trade as if it were a war, a bitter fight, or at best a race
between the parties who traded. They talked of the importance of having weapons with
which to retaliate, and used heroic phrases such as ‘Are you going to take it lying down’?
Now all that was absolutely misleading and false, because in a fight or a race one man’s
gain was another man’s loss; but the great thing to remember about trade was this: That
one man’s gain was another man’s gain.69
This battlefield analogy epitomized the celebration of “manly” heroism central to Edwardian
political culture. It drew its rhetorical force from a traditional symbol of male power and thus
reinforced the assumption that such debates were matters best settled by men. (Indeed, the
gendered link between martial and political power was made explicit in the anti-suffragist
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argument that women’s exclusion from military service justified their exclusion from the
parliamentary vote.) According to Hunter, however, such militaristic analogies simply did not
apply to political economy. Men like Chamberlain failed to understand the true nature of the
subject, she argued, and their combative attitude was actually counterproductive. In contrast,
Hunter described trade as a matter of cooperation, designed to benefit all parties and contribute
to their mutual growth. The “feminine perspective,” driven by concern for the common good and
the progress of the (inter)national “family,” was actually more appropriate in political economy
than the aggressive approach of the archetypal heroic statesman. In this manner, Hunter
established herself (and other women orators) as not only equal but perhaps even greater
authorities in the free trade debate. Of course, Hunter did not always go quite this far; in her later
speeches, she simply asserted her equal right to speak on the issue. Nevertheless, this early
address offered a radical articulation of a common theme running throughout Hunter’s speeches:
that free trade was an eminently suitable topic on which a respectable, middle-class woman such
as herself could speak in public precisely because of, not despite, her feminine perspective.
Clearly, Hunter’s performance (and defense) of middle-class womanhood was a key
element of her authority on the platform. The rest of this section will consider the efficacy of this
strategy and explore how Hunter’s distinctly feminine oratorical presence was received. Reports
of Hunter’s work reflect a theme common to portrayals of “lady orators:” they emphasize her
feminine “charm,” a quality in which physical beauty was inseparable from interpersonal skill,
constituting a non-rational and rhetorically powerful ideal of feminine charisma that mirrored
male speakers’ “manly heroism.”
Especially in accounts from the 1906 general election, reports of “lady orators” often
implied or outright stated that they owed their persuasive power to their physical beauty. A
reporter for the Daily Express, describing Hunter’s prolific campaign work in Chichester,
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claimed, “It was not only that she spoke well, but that she looked so young and charming . . . and
her hair is fair and pretty.”70 Even an article ultimately praising her for her sharp intellect and
skill in debate declared, “Her fairness . . . is distinctly unfair. The men naturally are glad to sit
still and watch her. . . . If this be the Non-Human Woman and Political Economy, then it is as
charming and vital as a May morning.”71 Many who were inclined to dismiss her as an orator on
the basis of her apparent femininity were nevertheless attracted to that femininity.
The suggestion that this sort of appeal represented an “unfair” advantage emerged in
other reports of women’s electioneering. One observer complained of candidates’ wives offering
“kisses as a political bribe,” remarking, “How our legislators, with the historical instance of the
beautiful Duchess of Devonshire staring them in the face, came to omit all mention of it from the
Corrupt Practices Act is something of a mystery.”72 Other reports united the basic draw of
physical attraction with a more mysterious source of appeal, an idealized, inherent feminine
charisma. An account of Lady Edmund Talbot’s successful canvassing cited the testimony of a
“despairing Liberal” who “mourned the havoc which Lady Edmund is playing among the West
Sussex farmers and tradesfolk and gentry and sons of the soil” and claimed that she “has such a
pleasant way with her that people cannot bear to refuse her their votes.”73 Women’s persuasive
public speech in both the free trade and the tariff reform campaigns was thus largely understood
in terms of the conventional ideal of feminine charisma. To this end, Hunter was repeatedly
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described in language emphasizing her youthful charm: “she is young, and said to be a charming
speaker,” “a charming young lady,” “a clever and charming young speaker,” and so on.74
Beyond these brief descriptions, perhaps the most compelling evidence of Hunter’s
ability to gain authority through feminine performance is found in reports of her success in
winning over hostile audiences of working men. One particularly vivid account concerned one of
her largest early speeches, given just weeks before the 1906 general election in the Chichester
Town Hall before a large and unfriendly crowd.75 This report described her appearance as
distinctly “girlish” and emphasized her physical fragility: “She is not strong in physique. Her
figure is frail, her face is delicate in mould and complexion, and her fingers are long and
nervous,” and indeed, she declared herself to be “suffering from cold and hoarseness.”76 In the
fragility of her body and voice, Hunter presented precisely the opposite of what one would
associate with a typical, “vigorous” male orator. Such a delicate figure could hardly be expected
to gain any ground before a threatening, unruly crowd that had responded to the previous
speaker’s overtures with “a muffled roar of dissent.” But Hunter simply “raised a hand, and the
vast audience – politically unsympathetic – hushed into quiescence.” In the resulting silence,
“Miss Hunter’s voice rang like a silver clarion throughout the hall. Each word, uttered with
dramatic force and distinctiveness, was heard by the man who craned his neck eagerly forward
from the lobby.” This writer took great care to show that Hunter captured the crowd’s respect not
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through any display of physical power, but through innate charm. In fact, her unruly audience
settled into a deferential quiet before she spoke a single word; it was her mysteriously
charismatic, distinctly feminine presence that first captured her listeners.
The remarkable rhetorical shift in this account – the move from operating within
exclusively masculine conventions of oratorical success to creating new models of feminine
public authority – is perhaps best understood when set against a representative narrative of one
orator’s “manly” strength. As mentioned previously, F. T. Soutter’s memoir included an account
of a particularly violent public meeting. In response to his Tory audience’s escalating efforts to
drown him out through shouting, stomping, and ringing bells, Soutter claimed to have stood his
ground and spoken over the din such that his “voice outshone the accompaniment entirely,
leaving it very much in the rear.”77 In an account presumably written to present his behavior in
the best possible light, Soutter depicted himself as a pillar of courage and robust resilience,
overcoming his attackers (at least for a while) through brute strength and sheer force of
personality.
Notably, Soutter was not alone: he shared the platform with Annie Esplin, a fellow free
trade orator. In contrast to Soutter, Esplin “was only able to get out a sentence at a time and then
pause for the din to drop.” 78 She failed, according to Soutter’s standards of manly vigor; Soutter
implied that Esplin’s feminine voice handicapped her performance, echoing the initial
presumptions of the reporter who described Hunter’s speech in Chichester. Nevertheless, Esplin
achieved at least a small victory in Soutter’s book: using the sort of military analogy Hunter had
condemned in her 1905 speech, Soutter declared that Esplin proved her value to the free trade
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cause when she withstood the acoustic siege and “gallantly held the fort for twenty-five
minutes.” While Esplin failed to measure up to Soutter’s standards of masculine vocal power,
she still won some credit for this display of “manly” endurance. Her success was thus judged
entirely within a framework valuing masculine performance.
Reports of Hunter’s work, on the other hand, described her as somehow operating outside
of these standard, masculine conventions. Hunter was credited with wielding a novel, distinctly
feminine sort of oratorical power that existed independently of the “manliness” that speakers like
Soutter embraced. Hunter’s defense and performance of middle-class femininity was thus key to
establishing her reputation as an authoritative free trade orator. Like other members of the
WFTU, Hunter explicitly argued for the special relevance of women’s perspectives in political
economy. Reports of Hunter’s work affirm that she enjoyed success with even the most hostile
audiences in large part because of her specifically feminine qualities, summed up in the catch-all
ideal of “charm.” Ladylike “charisma” served as a source of oratorical authority parallel to
manly “heroism,” allowing women like Hunter to succeed on the public political platform
because of, not despite, their femininity.

Hunter’s Rationalist Rhetoric
Still, Hunter’s middle-class femininity was not her sole source of authority. Central to her
reputation as a speaker was a commitment to rationalism that set her apart from the sensationalist
mainstream of Edwardian political oratory. Both free trade and tariff reform propagandists made
extensive use of statistics on employment, prices, and wages in protectionist and nonprotectionist nations, but Hunter was known (and praised) for presenting these figures with
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unusual clarity and within a coherent theoretical framework.79 An analysis of near-verbatim
newspaper reports of Hunter’s speeches suggests that her reputation was well earned; Hunter
evidently strove to deliver a rationalist case for free trade by explaining the economic principles
underlying this policy in concrete, accessible terms, illustrated by up-to-date statistics on the
real-world consequences of protectionist policies in other nations.
Hunter saw her work as fundamentally educational. After all, as she asserted at the start
of one early speech, she firmly believed that “if people really understood what free trade was, no
one . . . would think of suggesting that obstacles should be put in its way.”80 Five years later,
after delivering hundreds of speeches before a wide range of audiences, Hunter still held that
whereas “the Protectionist movement . . . encourages and thrives upon ignorance, the Free Trade
movement encourages and thrives upon the education of the democracy.”81 Throughout her
speaking career, Hunter’s rhetorical approach was defined by her faith that superior logical
reasoning would naturally appeal to her listeners’ common sense and draw them to her position.
In a pamphlet written to advise other free trade workers, Hunter maintained the necessity of
educating the working man:
We have to show him in a plain, convincing manner that all trade is exchange, and that
every exchange necessarily consists of two transactions – a transfer of goods or services
from A to B, and of other goods or services from B to A; and that such exchange is never
made unless it is to the advantage of each party to make it. Every man is aware of these
things in his personal experience. . . . What we need to do is to teach him to apply the
principles which he knows to be true of his individual trade to the larger sphere of
international trade.82
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Hunter sought to explain the fundamentals of economic theory in language her audience could
understand. In this, her mission mostly aligned with that of the major late-Victorian Liberal
orators who, according to the historian H. C. G. Matthew, delivered “long, detailed, serious,
well-informed” addresses motived by the conviction “that reasonable men, presented with the
full case, would naturally vote Liberal.”83 These men, however, made “few concessions to the
audience in simplification of matter, style, or language,” whereas Hunter understood that her
success as a relatively minor public speaker depended entirely on her ability to ensure that her
listeners could follow her reasoning.84 She embraced a simplicity of language and specificity of
detail that became her trademark and, it seems, proved essential to her success.
This strategy can be seen in an early and apparently effective speech given at an
“enthusiastic” general Liberal meeting hosted by the Chelmsford Women’s Liberal Association
to rally support for the presiding Liberal candidate, Alec H. Dence.85 After Dence’s opening
address, Hunter presented a brief lecture on comparative advantage and its implications for
international trade. She argued that in a world shaped by this principle, free trade emerged as the
only sensible and just economic policy for any nation to pursue. However, rather than discuss the
concept in abstract, technical terms, Hunter grounded her speech in more concrete language and
declared that “it would be a waste of time for England to endeavour to produce commodities
which she would more advantageously purchase.”86 On the basis of this fundamental economic
principle, Hunter argued that it was far more reasonable for England to trade for its agricultural
staples than to produce them domestically at a higher cost to the hardworking English consumer.
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The survival of the household was (as discussed) a dominant theme in Hunter’s rhetoric, but
Hunter approached the subject in rationalist terms – a far cry from the lurid illustrations of
starving children splashed across propaganda posters. Hunter also considered tariffs’ impact on
manufacturing and argued that increasing the cost of imported raw materials would harm the
English manufacturing companies that produced most of the country’s total exports; this would
in turn harm their workers and those workers’ families. Hunter’s rationalist explanation of the
logic behind free trade formed the centerpiece of her speech at this early meeting and at hundreds
of others over the following years.
In her ongoing mission to explain the logic of free trade to all electors, Hunter employed
this educational approach even in contexts considered least suitable for this sort of rhetoric. She
showed the same commitment to rationalist presentation in speeches delivered outdoors to
largely male, working-class audiences as she did in speeches delivered at ladies’ fundraising
garden parties. Hunter was clearly aware, however, that some audiences had no interest in the
sort of lecture she intended to provide. In an open-air speech given in Gloucester in 1909, near
the end of a week-long outdoor lecture series, Hunter demonstrated a shrewd awareness of her
audience’s disdain for detached, academic theorizing but nevertheless managed to deliver a
speech largely in line with her rationalist project. Before “a good audience assembled at the
corner of High-street and Tredworth-road,” Hunter first declared that she had no intention of
delivering an abstract lecture because her listeners did not need “to be students of political
economy or to follow any abstruse arguments” to understand the importance of free trade; rather,
all that they required to reject tariff reform was “a little common English sense of justice.”87
After such a beginning, one might expect the rest of the speech to be dominated by sensationalist
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claims about what the audience “deserved,” appealing to feelings of vindication rather than
reason. Instead, Hunter moved into a brief discussion of Adam Smith’s definition of just taxation
and declared that “Tariff Reform as regarded as a means of raising public revenue sinned against
all that” because the resulting tariff wars would ultimately harm consumers in order to benefit
special interest groups.88 The rest of Hunter’s speech followed her typical pattern: after
describing in layman’s terms the major political and economic principles at play, Hunter applied
them to specific policy proposals and to contemporary trade relations and social conditions. She
argued that “Tariff Reform, instead of putting a supertax of 6d. in the £ on a man with £90 a
week, would put a supertax of 6d. in the £ on a man getting 20s. per week,” adding that such
disproportionate burdens were already placed on the German people to the benefit of their
landlords through their own tariffs on imported corn. In this manner, Hunter grounded her
argument in bedrock principles of political economic ethics and explained their relevance to
modern politics, even after she had explicitly rejected academic theorizing and even as she
discussed emotionally charged matters of economic justice in a public setting that typically
privileged sensationalist display.
Moreover, the extent to which this speech drew its persuasive power from emotional
appeals to fair play should be considered in the context of the other lectures Hunter had delivered
over the previous days. This was the fifth speech she had delivered at Gloucester, and the first of
these speeches had been dedicated to the foundational task of explaining the basic premise that
“all trade was exchange.”89 Hunter may have felt that she could move into discussions of just and
unjust manipulations of political economy – still within a rationalist framework – precisely
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because she had already established the central principles of political economy on this particular
tour.
Hunter’s successful deployment of rationalist rhetoric became central to her reputation as
an orator. In general, she was known as “an extremely able and fluent speaker on Free Trade,
with facts and figures at ready command,” a capable public figure who adeptly merged theory
and practice into accessible, persuasive arguments on the platform.90 In particular, Hunter’s
contemporaries praised her for possessing something beyond mere rhetorical style, attributing to
her work a unique degree of substance and value; Hunter, one reporter asserted, gave speeches
“much above the level of those heard at meetings of this character.”91 Similarly, another reporter
declared that unlike other orators, Hunter “makes few of those lively, but useless, attacks which
look so well in print. . . . What you get is an illuminating statement of a plain case.”92 Such
reports emphasized Hunter’s value as not only an effective communicator but, as she had
intended, as an educator who dealt with her subject matter with unusual clarity and depth.
Accounts of Hunter’s accomplishments often took special note of this approach. In 1909,
as Hunter reached the peak of her activity, a reporter for the Ripon Gazette explicitly attributed
her broad popularity and her status as “one of the foremost lady speakers of the day” to her
rationalist style. He contended that “some lady speakers are successful only with audiences of
their own sex, but probably because of her sound reasoning and masterly command of economics
Miss Hunter is a great favourite with audiences of men.”93 According to this interpretation,
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Hunter’s logical approach allowed her to transcend an inherently limited and limiting idea of
femininity and thereby gain special access to the masculine world of political platform work.
Other accounts similarly interpreted male approval as an ultimate sign of the efficacy of
Hunter’s rationalist rhetoric. Winning over working-class male audiences in particular was
considered especially impressive. On Christmas Eve in 1910, a fellow worker for the Free Trade
Union sent Hunter’s mother a letter relating an exchange supposedly overheard between a
“labourer” and a “clerk” on Hunter’s oratorical skill. The “labourer” reportedly claimed, “I have
heard lots of men politicians talk by the yard, but all the lot of them put together never put it as
[Hunter] put it last night. She made it quite plain to me, I see what Free Trade means now. I
didn’t before. . . . She has made me see why I must work for Free Trade.”94 The author urged
Hunter’s mother to pass the letter along to her daughter to “convey the good tidings to her some
time during the Christmas time.” Regardless of whether this story is, as the author claims,
“literally true,” it is clear that news of winning over skeptical working men through clear reason,
illuminating the subject and making a complex issue “quite plain,” was particularly exciting and
flattering. Hunter’s educational mission would have truly succeeded if, by merely explaining the
theory behind free trade, Hunter had managed to convert her working-class listeners into new
free trade advocates.
Soutter shared a similar anecdote in his memoir. In a short section praising the
contributions of a few particularly eminent women free trade workers, Soutter demonstrated
Hunter’s style and skill through the testimony of “a big, brawny unskilled labourer” who had told
him, “I heard her in York Street last night; she taught me what free trade really was; I want to
hear her again.”95 Soutter concluded, “Considering that Miss Hunter is a scholar, and a well-read
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one too, and belongs by training and education to the middle class, this testimony, coming from
an unskilled labourer, was a striking testament to the value of her advocacy, and proves her
worth as a worker for Free Trade.”96 Like the free trade worker who wrote to Hunter’s mother,
Soutter pointed to Hunter’s apparent ability to overcome differences in gender and class in
platform work as one of her greatest talents. She was able to translate her academic knowledge
of political economy into an understandable, convincing, fundamentally rationalist address to the
general public, speaking before listeners whose life experiences were worlds away from her own.
Perhaps the strongest evidence of the persuasive power of Hunter’s rationalism can be
found in tariff reformers’ criticism of her work. Critics tended to attack her for lacking precisely
the qualities her allies celebrated; according to the protectionist Gloucestershire Chronicle,
Hunter merely “followed the prevailing Liberal fashion and rested her case, more on vehemence
of assertion than validity of argument.”97 Others questioned the accuracy of the evidence she
offered.98 One tariff reform speaker built an entire speech out of challenging inaccuracies he
claimed to have found in a report of one of Hunter’s addresses, concluding that as “one who was
universally acknowledged to be one of the most experienced lady “Free” Trade speakers . . . her
experience should surely have taught her to check her figures before she quoted them in
public.”99 Hunter’s fame, and in particular her standing as a compelling, rationalist speaker, was
thus incorporated into this speaker’s case against free trade. If her arguments were among the
best that the Liberals had to offer, then her failures discredited the entire free trade campaign.
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discourse during the Edwardian free trade debates. See Rogers, “Naked Strength and Beauty.”
99. “Meeting at Stonehouse,” Stroud News, September 10, 1909.
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While this was of course an attack on Hunter’s intelligence and ability, it nevertheless
further underlined Hunter’s reputation for success through reasoned debate. The insistence of
Hunter’s critics that she was, in fact, just as irrational as the other free trade orators further
demonstrates the epistemological authority of her rationalist approach; her critics would not
bother discrediting it if it did not hold any weight with her audience. Hunter’s ability to win over
listeners through rationalist appeals to common sense, regardless of class and gender differences,
made her, as Soutter claimed, a particularly effective speaker. Hunter defined her mission as
fundamentally educational, driven by her faith in both the soundness of the free trade cause and
in the ultimate authority of human reason. Both her tariff reform critics and her free trade allies
saw Hunter’s reputation for rationalist rhetoric as key to her popular success.

A Spectacle of Contradiction?
Hunter’s commitment to rationalist presentation as a rhetorical strategy challenged two
important cultural conventions: the well-documented Edwardian preference for stylized
dramatics in political meetings and the persisting Victorian tendency to consider reason
associated with masculinity and opposed to femininity. The rationalist style Hunter favored was
perhaps praised, but it was not usually associated with broad popular success in rowdy political
meetings. Moreover, Hunter was known as a particularly well-educated female proponent of free
trade; setting aside the potential pitfalls of public speaking, women who indulged in intellectual
development as Hunter did were at risk of being perceived as “unwomanly.” One would
therefore expect that by making rationalist presentation her signature strategy, Hunter should
have both failed in a political platform culture valuing style over substance and eroded the
perception of respectable femininity that granted her authority as a free trade speaker. Ironically,
it appears that Hunter succeeded as an orator by making extensive use of a “masculine” skill that
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typically failed to carry much persuasive force. The perceived contrast between femininity and
reason transformed Hunter’s rationalism, an intentionally non-theatrical form of rhetoric, into its
own sort of spectacle.
The first two sections of this paper explored how the performance of gendered,
charismatic qualities was key to Edwardian political platform success. In marked contrast to the
historian H. C. G. Matthew’s vision of a late-Victorian and Edwardian oral-print culture that
encouraged all Liberals to engage in rationalist presentation of the case for free trade, more
recent studies have focused on the rowdiness and populist theatricality that suffused Edwardian
political meetings.100 In his sweeping study of Victorian oratory, Joseph Meisel argues that
although the speeches of the most notable politicians were fundamentally rationalist in content,
“there was a strong element of irrationality” in the inherent spectacle of joining an audience of
tens of thousands to witness a famous, “spell-binding” orator.101 The emphasis on spectacle in
public politics began to grow in the 1870s as parties developed more coherent platforms and as
political meetings “tended to become ritualized battles of volume, not reason.”102 Late-Victorian
sensation novels sought to make sense of these orators’ unsettling, hypnotic power, emphasizing
their “magnetism” and psychological, near-physical control over listeners.103 Lawrence asserts
that as a result of this trend toward stylized passion, Edwardian elections were more disorderly
than Victorian or post-war elections, centered around theatrical propaganda exploiting the
irrationality of the masses.104 The meetings of non-party organizations like the Free Trade Union

100. Matthew, “Rhetoric and Politics,” 50-53.
101. Meisel, Public Speech, 264-267.
102. Hewitt, “Aspects of Platform Culture,” 11.
103. Zwierlein, “‘The Subject Escapes Me,’” 75-83.
104. Lawrence, Electing Our Masters, 90.
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were, he adds, even more subject to these rowdy dramatics than candidates’ meetings.105 The
historian Frank Trentmann pursues this point further, arguing that the Edwardian Liberal Party’s
success in the free trade debate had little to do with the rationalist rhetoric Matthew describes.
Rather, the free trade campaign won out because its adherents participated in this culture of
spectacle to create “a system of beliefs and values that was able to inspire loyalty and passion
akin to that inspired by nationalism and socialism elsewhere.”106 Clearly, Hunter’s rationalist
rhetoric was far from the standard of most successful political speech.
It was also generally regarded as incongruent with her otherwise perfectly feminine
public persona. Despite the growing normalization of women in political work and higher
education, an association between reason and masculinity persisted into the Edwardian era. Over
the previous century, as the values that would define Victorian middle-class respectability were
codified, “the association of masculinity with reason, authority and resolve was consolidated,
together with their dissociation from the feminine.”107 Of course, this dichotomy did not go
unchallenged – one obvious objection can be found in Harriet Taylor Mill and John Stuart Mill’s
essay, “On the Subjection of Women” (1869) – but it is evident that many of Hunter’s
contemporaries considered reason to be at best an unlikely quality in women and at worst
entirely antithetical to true womanhood. The perceived contrast between the feminine and the
rational is apparent in the speech of one Edwardian free trade politician who warned his female
audience that his argument might be difficult to follow “since figures were trying subjects for
women.”108 An early article on Hunter declared in a rather sensationalist tone of wonder and
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bemusement that Hunter appeared “girlish” – indeed, she “seemed almost like a schoolgirl” –
“yet she bubbled over with statistics and arguments on the fiscal question, and spoke ‘as well as
Mr. Asquith,’ some of the ladies declared.”109 In light of Hunter’s obvious femininity, her ability
to effectively deploy “statistics and arguments” came as a considerable surprise.
The persistence of a perceived polarity between “feminine” charm and “masculine”
reason is further demonstrated in the contents and layout of the January 11, 1906 issue of the
Daily Mirror, affirming the continuing influence of this idea in discussions of women’s political
and intellectual agency. Page four prominently featured a disapproving article on “Woman’s Part
in the Campaign” that criticized ladies’ participation in overt electioneering, and facing this
report on the page opposite was an article on a lecture given by Dr. Bernard Hollander, “the
eminent brain and nerve specialist,” to the Ethological Society. In this lecture, Hollander merged
separate spheres ideology with the concept of biological trade-offs to propose that “feminine”
charm and “masculine” reason were mutually exclusive.110 “The danger,” he warned, “is that
women should starve their hearts by nourishing their intellects too much, and so become
incapable of love,” leading them to neglect their duties as wives and mothers.111 “Excessive”
education for women was thus a selfish, unbecoming indulgence. These claims, carrying the
weight of medical authority, were presented to the reading public literally alongside news of
women’s political work. Fears of un-ladylike erudition were linked to concerns about women’s
activism even through the spatial arrangement of a newspaper’s contents.

109. “Women Who Win Votes,” Daily Express, January 8, 1906.
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Hollander’s brand of biological determinism represented a middle ground between the
egalitarian humanism of the Mills and the staunch complementarianism exemplified by the early
Victorian writer Hannah More. Like the Mills, he agreed that women were equally capable of
developing their minds; given a proper education and enough effort, women “could equal and
even excel men.” But, operating within the Victorian framework of dichotomous opposition, he
saw reason and femininity as mutually exclusive; to develop such a masculine quality was,
necessarily, to allow feminine qualities to atrophy. Such a view implied a substantial degree of
personal agency; it suggested that women were themselves responsible for choosing to develop
properly feminine attributes – and that women who had chosen otherwise were morally culpable
for abandoning their proper social role.
This understanding of gendered personal development could accommodate Hunter’s
intelligence; she was not by necessity intellectually inferior on account of her sex. But for the
substantial portion of the population who agreed that rationality was fundamentally incompatible
with conventional middle-class femininity, Hunter’s rationalist rhetoric would automatically
render her less feminine. With this unsexing would come a corresponding loss of the authority
entrusted to middle-class women in matters of domestic importance. Hunter’s clear reasoning,
the primary quality for which she was celebrated, not only strayed from the mainstream of free
trade rhetoric but also threatened to compromise the authority she gained through her
performance of middle-class femininity.
Suffragists were keenly aware of the dangers of appearing “unwomanly.” Suffragist
propaganda sought to expand the definition of feminine propriety to encompass intellectual
activity and civic engagement. To this end, the powerful image of the “gowned female graduate”
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entered suffragette posters and parades in 1908.112 The spectacle of “attractive young students in
white dresses with embroidered banners” marching in street demonstrations was reinforced by
illustrations of graduates with “noble brows, large eyes, clear expressions, and Roman profiles,”
all seeking to dramatically demonstrate how intellect and femininity could coexist.113 In her
advice manual for women in politics, Constance Williams dryly noted that “an intelligent interest
in Woman’s Suffrage, Tariff Reform, or the Licensing Question does not increase the size of the
waist or feet, nor does it take the curl out of one’s hair or feathers or add a red tinge to the tip of
one’s nose.”114 The juxtaposition of intellectual achievement with an attractive feminine
appearance was a powerful, key theme in suffragist discourse and display. The vision of Hunter,
the “girl-orator,” who could build a compelling, rationalist case for free trade while maintaining
her youthful charm, constituted a spectacle of its own that challenged the boundaries of
conventional womanhood even as it derived authority from that womanhood.
This theme of spectacular juxtaposition was developed most vividly in a human-interest
story on Hunter published in the Morning Leader in 1910, at the height of her career. A close
reading of this article reveals how at least one observer, H. M. Tomlinson, made sense of
Hunter’s rise to fame as an authoritative free trade orator. Tomlinson’s rather sensationalist prose
brought the perceived contrast between Hunter’s femininity and intelligence into sharp relief,
and he offered a particularly frank discussion of the gendered power dynamics at play in her
work. (Indeed, he inserted the parenthetical declaration, “(BY A MAN),” in place of a more
standard subheading, explicitly framing the article as a man’s testament to a woman’s skill.115)
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Through his dramatic account of Hunter’s early debate with Brodrick, Tomlinson suggested that
Hunter enjoyed success as a speaker because she could reconcile the seeming polarities of
“masculine” reason and “feminine” charm to produce an entrancing, novel form of oratorical
authority.
Tomlinson depicted Hunter as a uniquely skilled navigator of complex political economic
arguments. To illustrate this, he described the intellectual efforts required of public debate in
distinctly physical terms, comparing the awkward fumbling of male orators to Hunter’s
apparently effortless grace. Speaking in the second person as a fellow Liberal watching Hunter
speak, he noted,
You know where the dangers in her argument are – the places of slippery foothold where
you and I, carrying that leaden and angular matter, political economy, conscious of our
load, would trip and sprawl in long, indeterminate sentences after security for our
masculine feet; assured afterwards that we had done well if we finished upright, though
flushed.
This formed a marked contrast to the elegant simplicity of Hunter’s speech, in which “the
discourse goes on limpidly, freely, and with delightful cadences.” In Tomlinson’s narrative,
Hunter made the work look easy; she presented her argument
leisurely, with admirable poise, as an unwatched child gathering flowers in the meadow.
There you see the incomparable delicacy and refinement of the feminine, even in political
economy. . . . The lead is transmuted, loses its gravity, floats with the colors of Iris. The
difficulty is reached, and, lo! at a touch comes daylight through it – no doubt of it – you
see the light – others see it, too. It shines on their understanding faces. The difficulty has
vanished. Our lady passes on.
In this account, Hunter’s “masculine” capacity for reason was so impressively well-developed
that she could maintain the perfect composure associated with respectable, middle-class
womanhood. In a clear rebuttal of Dr. Hollander’s thesis, the maturity of Hunter’s intellect did
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not imply the degeneration of her feminine qualities; rather, it allowed her to retain that
“refinement and delicacy” even while defeating her opponents in the “manly” realm of political
economic debate. Her intellect was obvious – “after the first few sentences you are quite sure
where the sharpest and ablest intelligence in the room is” – and it coexisted comfortably with her
femininity. Human reason was thus most fully realized in the work of a woman who was
intelligent enough to maintain an appearance of graceful simplicity and ease, thus retaining the
womanly persona that her rationalism would have otherwise threatened.
Tomlinson further tied Hunter’s intellect to her femininity in language that subverted the
heroic, masculine spectacle expected of successful orators. Initially, Hunter’s “young, frail, and
very retiring” persona failed to inspire confidence; Tomlinson warned, “When you first see her at
a meeting you have the uneasy feeling that that young lady on the platform is singularly illadvised in supposing she is capable of combating the intricate, cunning, and telling arguments”
of her opponents. Invoking the culture of heroic platform performance, Tomlinson described the
challenge of debating Brodrick in mythic terms, calling him a “monster” and a “massive foe.”
Indeed, he wrote, Hunter “challenges a very dragon . . . which needs a very St. George for the
business.” One would expect a conventionally heroic figure to confront this political enemy, one
who possessed that celebrated ideal of manly “vigor,” who could wield the weighty arguments
other speakers stumbled over. Nevertheless, the distinctly young and feminine Hunter made the
greatest impact:
Presently there seemed a diversion in the fight. It really looked as if, at one point, the
unconquerable Tory host was in difficulties. Astonishing sight! What was happening
there? Who could be the great and unknown knight? There wasn’t any. It was only Miss
Dorothy Hunter amusing herself by upsetting nonsense.
Counter to Good’s suggestion that successful women orators gained authority by adopting
masculine conventions, Hunter was clearly not a “great and unknown knight” in any sense. She
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was not a new hero, but a completely different sort of figure whose success must be understood
in different terms. Whereas the male speakers “trip and sprawl” while “carrying that leaden and
angular matter, political economy,” Hunter delivered her argument with the appearance of
perfect ease: “the lead is transmuted, loses its gravity, floats with the colors of Iris.” Such a
transformation was appropriate for one whose triumphs could not be explained through
conventional metaphors of combat and dominance. Instead, Hunter’s victory was a moment of
illumination for her listeners as “the light . . . shines on their understanding faces.” Language of
enlightenment was particularly fitting for one who approached her work as a matter of public
education.
In this manner, Tomlinson aligned Hunter’s mental agility with her dainty, feminine
physical elegance (and even the transcendence of physicality), and he associated the slower wit
of protectionist male speakers with their clumsy, large, lumbering physiques. Counter to all
expectation, Hunter’s intellect not only enhanced, but was enhanced by, her distinctly feminine
charisma. In Tomlinson’s narrative, this reversal of expectation, this act of turning the
conventional heroic narrative on its head, created a compelling alternative display that drew in
listeners and provided Hunter with her own unique brand of platform authority.
Hunter thus drew her authority as a free trade orator from two seemingly incompatible
sources: middle-class womanhood and rationalism. Her rise to success was aided by the inherent
spectacle of a woman speaking rationally and respectably in a political public venue. In an echo
of suffragettes’ efforts to expand the boundaries of feminine propriety, those who found Hunter
persuasive tended to describe her rationalism and femininity as surprisingly compatible and
perhaps even mutually reinforcing. Hunter’s performance of “womanly rationalism” was, it
seems, key to her oratorical success.
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Conclusion
Aided by the legacy of Victorian philanthropy and the assumption of women’s expertise
in managing household finances, Hunter held considerable authority as a middle-class woman
speaking on free trade by virtue of her femininity. Unlike most orators, she sought to deliver a
rationalist case for free trade built on brief, straightforward explanations of its underlying
economic principles, motivated by a considerable faith in the authority of human reason and the
soundness of her cause. Although intellect and femininity were often seen as fundamentally
opposed, and although the public political platform was (at least conventionally) an inherently
masculine space, Hunter was able to maintain an acceptably feminine performance. Her
rationalist style was noted for its lack of demagogic theatrics, but the sight of proper femininity
coexisting with public political rationality was in itself a form of spectacle helping her gain the
attention that was prerequisite for success and public authority.
The success of Hunter’s rationalist rhetoric suggests a more complex landscape of
effective, populist free trade propaganda than has been fully recognized. Evidently, Liberals
were more prone to sensationalism than Matthew suggests and more receptive to rationalism
than Trentmann and other recent scholars have believed, at least when this rationalism was
presented as part of a subversive spectacle. Along similar lines, the relationship between the
professionalization of economics, the conventional understanding of women’s domestic
management skills, and women’s involvement in free trade propagandizing certainly deserves
further study. The sociologist Marion Fourcade-Gourinchas argues that from 1890 to 1910,
economics was a far more decentralized profession in Britain than it was in other countries
(particularly Germany and France), and she adds that throughout history, “the twin questions of
‘who is an economist’ and ‘what economic knowledge is’ in different societies are more deeply
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intertwined than is usually acknowledged.”116 In light of this insight, and given the historian
Martin Hewitt’s argument for the value of the public lecture platform as an influential site of
knowledge production (and not simply dissemination), we must reconsider the status of women
free trade orators like Hunter and Annie Esplin.117 To what extent should these orators, too, be
considered part of the developing framework of economic knowledge production in Britain
during this critical period in the profession’s development? As an acknowledged scholar of sorts,
the author of her own regional economic study, and a noted orator, Hunter may be classified as
an economist in her own right during this time of disciplinary fluidity. Future studies should
incorporate her as well as other women free trade orators into our understanding of how
economic knowledge was produced and articulated prior to and during the professionalization of
the field, perhaps profitably comparing them to Victorian economic writers like Marcet and
Martineau.118
In addition, comparing Hunter’s platform persona with that of the working-class free
trade orator Jessie Richardson could yield intriguing insights into the class dynamics shaping
each woman’s claim to public political authority. Richardson was also considerably
accomplished; Soutter listed her alongside Hunter as one of the women who offered the greatest
assistance to the free trade campaign. He described her as “a Cockney of the most delightful
type, . . . quite at home with the roughest audience, and equally so in a lady’s drawing-room. . . .
She has a most happy knack in her addresses of intertwining humour with pathos, and has
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become an entertaining speaker.”119 The feminine charisma that Soutter described may be
qualitatively different from that ascribed to compelling aristocratic and middle-class women
orators. Did working-class women orators present a different sort of femininity? Richardson was
the only working-class speaker Soutter mentioned; if Hunter based her authority in large part on
a performance of middle-class femininity, on what grounds did Richardson build her credibility?
Such questions lead us to a fuller, more satisfying picture of the breadth and diversity of
women’s engagement in perhaps the most visible form of public politics.
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Appendix

Figure A.1. Cities and villages Hunter addressed, 1907-1910. Made with QGIS3.10.
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